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3D PRINTERS 
and additions for your makerspace

905-501-8558 
Call for a customized quote

Select items chosen for your library, these 
are items that are great for starting off 
any Makerspace.

120 Watline Ave Unit #2-3, Mississauga, ON L4Z 2C1 Sales@shop3d.ca / Shop3d.ca / @shop3dcanada

Ultimaker 2+ Connect
With networking capabilities and a new touchscreen, 
the Ultimaker 2+ Connect is your reliable first step into 
our world of easy, remote 3D printing.  
 
SKU: 222631

Craftbot Plus Pro
Craftbot Plus Pro is a user-friendly 3D ecosystem, 
reliable, plug & play printer 
 
SKU: CRFBT-PR-PRO-w/o-cov

Formlabs Form 3+
Produce functional, high-quality prototypes and end-
use parts in record time with the Form 3+, an affordable, 
industrial-quality 3D printer that consistently delivers. 
 
SKU: PKG-F3-P-WS

Shaper Origin
Shaper Origin combines computer guided accuracy 
with hand-held familiarity. 
 
SKU: SO1-NN

Mayku Desktop Vacuum Former
Great for packaging mockups, soap molds, chocolate 
molds, plaster molds, and other DIY projects. 
 
SKU: FBA180112US 
 

$3,375.00

$1,748.75*

$4,549.00

$4,549.00

$965.00

Powerful, reliable, 
versatile 3D printing
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3D Scanners
The EinScan Pro HD delivers unparalleled 
performance in capturing high resolution 
and accuracy by handheld scanning. 

EinScan Pro HD

EinScan SE 

A powerful companion for educators and 
individuals with the easiest 3D Scanning 
experience for non-technical users.

$1,399.00*

$9,350.00

SKU: 6970163080956

SKU: 6970163081311
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Filaments

Ultimaker OEM PLA BASF Ultrafuse® PLA eSun Standard PLA eSun ABS+
 This material is suited for users who require 
durability, medium heat resistance and 
strength in their prints. 
 
SKU: ABS+285W1

$24.00

eSun PETG eSun Esilk PLA

This economy filament will provide the best 
value standard PLA in the eSun lineup It’s 
perfect for prints you intend to sand or finish. 
 
SKU: PLA285GWR1

$26.00*

The most used 3D printing material available 
in a wide range of RAL and BASF Ultrafuse 
colours. 
 
SKU: 50676954

$30.00*

Fast, safe and reliable printing PLA is ideal 
for the fast and reliable printing of parts and 
prototypes with a great surface quality. 
 
SKU: 1609 

$65.95

PETG is commonly known as the water bottle 
plastic. It’s strong and more flexible than 
ABS, but with reduced shrinkage. 
 
SKU: PETG285SB1

$30.00

eSilk PLA material has a shiny appearance 
and bright effect to your finished 3D print. 
eSilk PLA is similar to PLA filament. 
 
SKU: eSilk-PLA175R1

$29.99*
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Printdry Vacuum Filament container Ultimaker Cleaning Filament eSun eClean - Cleaning Filament MagiGoo 
Magigoo Pro adhesives are designed for 
professional use to work with engineering 
filaments. 
SKU: 5350583999952

$105.00

3D Gloop!

Cleaning Filament from eSun - Clean & 
unclog your print core. 
SKU: CLN28501

$12.00*

The Ultimaker cleaning filament is used for 
both print core maintenance and unclogging 
procedures. 
SKU: 2297

$24.95

With a built-in vacuum pump and a 
rechargeable battery, this filament container 
can be vacuum sealed by pushing ONE 
button. 
SKU: SC225  

$139.00

3D Gloop! - Adhesion and Superglue 
Specialized for 3D Prints 
SKU: GLP01PLA0075BT

$29.00

Accessories


